
Our ecosystem of configurable power 

distribution solutions for the office and home.

POWER
LOOKBOOK



GOOD  ENERGY .

LightCorp is more than a lighting and power manufacturer. 

We’re a people-first company that’s passionate about creating 

better work environments. We believe wholeheartedly 

that properly lit, fully-connected workspaces are essential 

to people’s well-being. Our thoughtfully designed and 

sustainably engineered products are vital to creating a more 

personalized, functional, and energetic work environment. 

Environments enhanced with our products improve mood 

and overall happiness, allowing people to thrive and bring 

their best energy to work.
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N I K
Nik is a highly customizable power unit
that mounts to, through, or below 
surfaces to provide convenient power 
wherever you work. Choose from several 
combinations of AC and USB power, 
and dozens of finishes and cord options 
to complement your décor. 



N I K - L V
Nik-LV provides safe, low-voltage USB charging power— 
enough to fuel larger-draw devices. Use it alone, daisy-chain 
it, or even link it in multiple strings of units to power adjoining 
workstations. Nik-LV mounts beneath, 
within, or clamps to surfaces or 
can be installed within soft 
furnishings in dozens of 
harmonizing finishes.
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ANGUS
Power everything on your desktop with 
just one cord to the wall! This powerful hub 
mounts below the work surface to provide 
AC and DC power with plug-and-play 
connectivity and superior cord management. 
Angus provides ample power for all your 
tools, other elements in our power lineup, or 
even our task lights!Order with an integrated Nik unit for a 

seamless, all-in-one power solution.
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POWER I NG 
CONNECT I ON

Plug into customizable and adaptable  
power solutions that fuel creativity and 

collaboration. Use them individually or as a 
system, in endless configurations—to power 

lights, laptops, and more from one wall 
plug. We bring more power to you, whether 

you connect from a standing desk, the 
boardroom, or your living room sofa.
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Factory + Headquarters
14800 172nd Avenue
Grand Haven, Michigan 49417

800.526.5658
insidesales@lightcorp.com
customerservice@lightcorp.com

www.lightcorp.com

@lightcorp

@lightcorp

light-corporation

Have questions or need more information on our products? 
We’re happy to help! Contact us at (800) 526-5658 Monday 
through Friday from 7:30 AM—5:00 PM (EST) for assistance. 


